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#custom #tokens #embossed

EMBOSSED
TOKENS



Ø23.30 Ø35 Ø38Ø29Ø25

Embossed or relief-printed tokens are made of plastic and can be personalised on both sides. Your design 

will be embossed onto the tokens in the same colour as the coins. The text or logo will be clearly legible and 

recognisable by touch. These embossed tokens have an edge for your comfort, just like our other products. To 

keep the price extra interesting, we can offer you a wide range of standard designs for these embossed tokens 

which do not require setup charges.

SHAPES

COLOURS

ADVANTAGES

wide range of colours and sizes

standard designs obtainable

reusable and dishwasher safe

completely recyclable 

durable and solid

budget friendly

short delivery times

minimum: only 1000 pieces
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TOKENS PRINTED
IN 1 COLOUR

#custom #tokens #printed
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Our tokens are printed digitally with adhesive ink. This offers great advantages as this hi-tech production 

method allows us to print very sophisticated and detailed designs. Moreover you can personalise each token 

individually with names, numbers, barcodes, QR-codes ...

On one colour printed tokens your design will be printed in one colour. Almost every printing colour is possi-

ble. Just like the embossed coins, the printed ones are made of solid plastic material and have an edge for your 

comfort, just like our other products.

rectangular

ADVANTAGES

wide range of colours and sizes

standard designs obtainable

reusable and dishwasher safe

durable and solid

short delivery times

budget friendly

minimum: only 1000 pieces

Tokens printed in 1 colour



TOKENS PRINTED
IN FULL COLOUR

#custom #tokens #fullcolour
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Our tokens are printed digitallly with adhesive ink. This offers great advantages as this hi-tech production 

method allows us to print very sophisticated and detailed designs. Moreover you can personalise each token 

individually with names, numbers, barcodes, QR-codes, photos ...

On full colour printed tokens your designs will stand out in its original colours. Almost any printing colour is 

possible. Full colour printing means you can have as many colours printed on the token as you like. Just like the 

embossed coins, the printed ones are made of solid plastic material and have an edge for your comfort, just 

like our other products.

ADVANTAGES

wide range of colours and sizes

standard designs obtainable

reusable and dishwasher safe

durable and solid

short delivery times

budget friendly

minimum: only 1000 pieces

rectangular

Tokens printed in full colour



CRYSTAL
TOKENSTM

#custom #tokens #exclusive



COLOURS

SHAPES

Crystal Tokens™ are very nice transparent tokens that can be printed in one colour or full colour. These 

transparent tokens are printed with an advanced method that gives the tokens a particularly exclusive and 

distinctive look. Thanks to their transparency, Crystal Tokens™ have a high level of security.

You can have Crystal Tokens™ printed with texts, logos and even photos in pantone colours and in as many 

colours as you like. The see-through tokens can only be personalised on one side and are printed digitally with 

adhesive ink. What’s more these exclusive tokens are made of solid plastic material and just like our other 

tokens, they have an edge for your comfort. 

ADVANTAGES
high level of security

exclusive and distinctive look

reusable and dishwasher safe

durable and solid

short delivery times

budget friendly

available in different sizes

minimum: only 1000 pieces

TRANS-
PARANT

rectangular

Crystal TokensTM
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ECO-
TOKENS

#ecological #embossed #nature



COLOURS

SHAPES
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ADVANTAGES
available in 7 colours (ecolook)

available in different sizes

fast decomposition in nature

completely recyclable 

minimum: only 1000 pieces

As we have always felt very strongly about the environment, b-token never produced anything other than 

tokens that generate 0% waste. And now, taking our commitment to the environment another step further we 

are proud to present... our ECO-TOKEN, a 100% biodegradable token.

These environmentally-friendly tokens are made from starch-based bioplastic. And just in case you were won-

dering where we’re getting all this starch from, well, we simply extract it from all the potato peels we go around 

collecting from the French-fry producers. So there you have it, our ECO-TOKENS are 100% biodegradable in 

nature, because they are made from natural and renewable resources! 

So when it comes to tidying up after an open-air event, a gig in the park, or a happening on a sports field, you 

will now also find Mother Nature at the ready to give you a helping hand. For, when our tokens are exposed to 

rain, UV rays, oxygen and bacteria, they will quite simple decompose into CO2, water and biomass, a natural 

fertilizer that boosts plant growth. And for those amongst you who might become slightly concerned... our 

ECO-TOKENS will not decompose unless they are exposed to all four factors.

ECO-TOKENS
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WOODEN
TOKENS

#wooden #tokens #exclusive
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SHAPES

ADVANTAGES
environmentally-friendly

exclusive wooden look

available in different sizes

minimum: only 1000 pieces

Our Wooden Tokens are the most exclusive tokens in our range. Initially exclusive to the USA, these tokens 

made of wood have now also been embraced by the European market with enthusiasm. Used foremost as a 

currency alternative, Wooden Tokens also make a perfect marketing tool and are also widely used for competi-

tive games and geocaching.

Wooden Tokens are manufactured from wooden fibre and resin, through an extraordinary production  

technique. This results in a personalised MDF token (Medium-Density Fibreboard). All materials are 100% 

naturally sources and therefore fully biodegradable in the embossed choice.

Wooden tokens



BRAILLE  
TOKENS

#brailletokens #embossed #solidarity



Ø38

We constantly strive to be a socially responsible organisation and we want full integration of each individual 

in our society ... also blind and partially sighted people. That’s the main reason why we decided to develop 

the Braille Token.

The Braille Tokens are made of plastic and can be personalised on both sides. Your design will be embossed 

onto the tokens in the same colour as the coins. The text or logo will be clearly recognisable by touch. 

These Braille Tokens have an edge, just like our other products, for easy handling. We have chosen to only 

offer Braille Tokens in 38 mm diameter, our biggest round tokens.

ADVANTAGES

wide range of colours

standard designs obtainable

reusable and dishwasher safe

completely recyclable 

durable and solid

minimum: only 1000 pieces
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Braille tokens



GAMING  
TOKEN

#gameon #gamingtoken #poker



Ø38

Besides being the perfect tool at events, our tokens are also nice to use as gaming token, for instance at a 

game night.

The nice thing about the Gaming Token is that this product can be completely personalised on our web-

shop. This mean you can go for a Gaming Token that looks like a poker chip, or you can have your picture 

on them. 

The gaming token has a diameter of 38 mm, which is the same size as a poker chip.

ADVANTAGES

wide range of colours

standard designs obtainable

reusable and dishwasher safe

completely recyclable 

durable and solid

minimum: only 1000 pieces
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Gaming token 



TOKENS 
IN STOCK

#stock #fancy #yeah



Ø29

SHAPES

ADVANTAGES
always in stock

short delivery time

reusable and dishwasher safe

durable and solid 

budget friendly

minimum: only 500 pieces

Our in-stock tokens have short lead times and competitive pricing. All of our in-stock tokens are 29 mm of  

diameter, but there are different models in our product range. These tokens are reusable and dishwasher 

proof. 

Tokens in stock



CLOAKROOM
TOKENS

#coathanger #numberedtokens #efficient #cloakroom
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ADVANTAGES

durable and solid

reusable

available in different colours

minimum: only 100 pieces

Personalised cloakroom tokens

square 
opening

Cloakroom tokens in stock

SHAPES

Cloakroom tokens ensure an organised cloakroom and make sure you can offer a quick, efficient and 

impeccable service to your clients. The cloakroom tokens are reusable, and that’s what makes them a nice 

alternative for paper or cardboard. In the long run, these numbered plastic cloakroom hangers will also be 

less expensive then paper vouchers. The tokens can be printed in one colour or full colour. 

We always have a quantity of cloakroom tokens in stock. Our cloakroom tokens are printed digitally with 

adhesive ink. On one side the cloakroom tokens are numbered from 001 to 100. The other side of the 

token stays blank. The cloakroom tokens in stock are available in 5 different token colours and they are 

provided with a square opening for the coat hook.



#festival #snap #singleuse

FESTIVAL
TOKEN



SHAPES

ADVANTAGES

budget friendly

for single use 

short delivery times

perfect for big events

Our round tokens are perfect to use over and over again. However for big festivals and events a token for 

single use is more interesting. That’s why our festival token is perfect for big events with lots of visitors.

The festival token is actually a tablet consisting of 25 small tokens. Each separate token can be snapped in half, 

if you like. Only the middle token can’t be snapped for stability of the tablet. 

This festival token is available in white only and can be personalized on one or both sides. 

WHITE

COLOURS

Festival Token



ALUMINIUM & METAL 
TOKENS

#aluminium #metal  #custom #shiny
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SHAPES

Aluminium tokens can be used for a whole range of purposes: as tender, as token coins for lockers, as 

souvenirs, as marketing tools ... The aluminium tokens are very light, non-magnetic, silver coloured and damp 

proof, and what’s more, they will never, ever rust. 

Aluminium tokens

Metal tokens 

SHAPES

ADVANTAGES

for lockers, dispensing machines...

minimum: only 1000 pieces

offered in different sizes

Metal tokens can be used for a whole range of purposes: as tender, as token coins for lockers, as souvenirs, as 

marketing tools ... 

The metal tokens are available in different alloys and you can choose for gold, silver or bimetal coloured 

tokens. The thickness of our metal tokens is 1,75 mm. If requested, the thickness can be altered. 





GADGETS



COIN-COUNTING  
TRAYS
#handy #tokens #efficient



ADVANTAGES

always in stock

short delivery times

reusable and dishwasher safe

durable and solid

budget friendly

minimum quantity: 1 piece

Coin-counting trays

Prefilled counting trays

Token box

Thanks to our reusable plastic coin-counting trays, you can store and count your tokens in a orderly, neatly and 

fast manner. These trays are custom-made for our plastic tokens and they are a solid and inexpensive solution 

to store and count tokens easily. In addition these coin-counting trays come in very handy at the cash register 

and behind the bar of your event, club, party... We have these trays in stock, so they can be delivered on very 

short notice.  

We can offer you two types of counting trays:

• one for 23.3-mm, 25-mm and 29-mm round tokens (grey)

• one for 35-mm, 38-mm round and the hexagonal tokens (white)

Every tray can hold 500 tokens, divided in 50 compartments for 10 tokens. 

We store our tokens in stock, provided by a fixed design, in an orderly and neatly arranged manner in our 

counting trays. In that way, the tokens are ready for use and you don’t have to put the tokens in the counting 

trays yourself anymore. This is an extra service from us to you. 

Our tokens in stock are made of plastic and are reusable and dishwasher safe. The tokens in stock are provided 

by a fixed design. We offer different models on a 29 mm token, for embossed tokens, printed tokens and 

Crystal Tokens.

At events, speedy and efficient customer service is of the essence. Our stainless steel token boxes have been 

designed in such a way that you can easily throw a handful of tokens into them in one go. Furthermore, our 

clever security feature ensures that tokens cannot be removed by unauthorised persons.

Every token box comes with two keys. For security reasons, spare keys cannot be cut or ordered afterwards. 

Every box is also numbered. The lid can be locked with the keys that are supplied with the box.

Depending on the size of the tokens used, one box can accomodate about 3000 coins. Thanks to our boxes’ 

clever design, you are not limited to any particular shape of token.



BUTTONS
#button #badge #crocodileclip



Ø35 Ø38

ADVANTAGES

marketing tool par excellence

user friendly

charming gadget and souvenir

durable and sturdy quality

2 fastening mechanisms

minimum: only 1000 pieces

Personalised buttons have been popular for years and are used in every sector as name tags, points of 

reference, to add a touch of fun to campaigns...

Buttons are plastic tokens fitted with a metal crocodile clip with integrated safety pin. Depending on what kind 

of clothes you are wearing, you can choose which fastening mechanism is the most suitable.

The tokens are printed on one side. The other side is kept clear to accommodate the fastening mechanism. 

There are different models to choose from: 

Round buttons with a diameter of 35 mm and 38 mm

Rectangular buttons measuring 50 x 35 mm
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CADDY KEYS
#handy #gadget #cool #marketingtool



SHAPES

ADVANTAGES

marketing tool par excellence

practical to use

charming gadgets

always at hand

durable and sturdy quality

minimum: only 1000 pieces

The Caddy Key is a shopping trolley coin that can be attached to a key ring. The Caddy Key’s extensive scope 

for personalisation makes it an ideal marketing tool. It is one product that is guaranteed to be used and catch 

the eye time and again. When planning a large-scale advertising or marketing campaign, the Caddy Key may 

prove to be one of your most effective tools yet!

As the Caddy Key is not impervious to wear and tear (scratches caused by keys) we would recommend that 

you replace your Caddy Keys in good time. 
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Caddy Keys



COCKTAIL  
STIRRERS 

#longdrink #cocktail #sticks



Personalised cocktail stirrers 

Cocktail stirrers in stock  

ADVANTAGES

always in stock

practical to use

charming gadget

durable and sturdy quality

reusable and dishwasher proof

SHAPES

Swizzle sticks are an original gadget that will give your drinks a certain je ne sais quoi. Swizzle sticks add colour, 

conviviality and a personal touch to your event or business. At that, cocktail sticks will help you disseminate 

your logo, message or advertisement among a wide audience in a fun, though remarkably efficient, manner.

Our cocktail sticks are available in white only and can be printed in mono or full colour, on one side or two. 

Our swizzle sticks are available in two different lengths: 

• short stirrers of 17 cm

• long stirrers of 22 cm

We always carry a large stock of cocktail stirrers that have not been personalised. 

You can choose between two different kinds of cocktail stirrers, namely mixers or crushers..

 

Mixers come with a little ball at the end of the stick so that drinks can be mixed properly and easily. These 

particular sticks are about 6 cm long and are available in white only. 

Crushers are swizzle sticks that allow you to crush ice, squash lemon, lime ... in your drink. These particular 

sticks are about 7 cm long and are available in white only. 



TOKEN BAGS
#custom #reusable #souvenir



durable and sturdy 

reusable 

minimum: only 500 or more

When organising an event, any type of advertising is welcome. Our personalised token bags are one marketing 

tool that is sure to deliver the goods in that respect. Filling the token bags with token coins will speed up 

distribution at the till no end. At that, token bags are perfect for anyone organising a special promotion. As our 

tokens bags can be personalised with your own logo they are sure to stand out. Once the event is over, the 

token bags will remain in circulation and be used again and again, as a mobile phone holder for instance. Check 

out our pricelist for further information about our token bags.

Our token bags come in 2 different sizes:

• 80 x 130 mm: holds about 50 tokens

• 80 x 160 mm: holds about 100 tokens

Different personalisation options exist for token bags:

• Woven bags in 1 yarn colour

• Woven bags in 3 yarn colours

• Printed bags with full-colour overprint

ADVANTAGES

marketing tool par excellence

practical to use

charming gadget and souvenir

Token bags



GLASS COVER
#safe #drinks #glasscover



Don’t let annoying insects ruin your summer evening! Our glass cover allows you to enjoy your drink without 

having any wasps in your glass. Thanks to the diametre of 80 mm, the lid fits on every type of glass.   

A useful detail: you can even use the glass cover with a straw.

The glass cover is a perfect marketing  tool because you can fully personalise the product, by which you can 

put your company or organisation in the spotlight with a large audience. You can personalise the top of the lid 

with your logo or design in one colour or full colour. 

This insect lid is dishwasher proof so you can keep using the glass cover for a long time.  

ADVANTAGES

protection of your drink

reusable

ideal promotion material

can be personalised

minimum: only 250 pieces
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COLOURS

Glass cover
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WWW.B-TOKEN.EU

b-tokenb-token

b-token is an expert in personalising plastic tokens.
As a manufacturer we excel in flexibility and delivery speed.

We only offer specialised and quality products.

We do everything to make the purchase of tokens as pleasantly and efficiently 

as possible. You can place orders on our webshop or by e-mail. If you have any 

questions, you can contact us by e-mail, by phone or through wour contact 

form on the website.

T  +32 14 38 99 00            info@b-token.eu


